Wireless sensor networks are featured by restricted network resources, which is quite possible to result in low positioning precision and serious time delay in positioning, accordingly, the overall network positioning quality may be reduced; to improve the positioning precision of WSN, based on the DV-HOP positioning algorithm, two aspects of the node positioning were improved from the error precision and least square estimation; thus, a WSN positioning algorithm based on 3D discrete chaotic mapping was proposed: first, a 3D discrete chaotic mapping was constructed, the Chaos Optimization Algorithm was introduced into the positioning error precision calculation, and the unknown nodes were positioned by introducing the least square estimation; second, a simulation experiment of new algorithm was performed from the aspects of communication radius and topological structure. The experimental results showed that the algorithm proposed in this paper can effectively reduce the positioning error caused by calculation and improved the positioning precision. Further, based on the algorithm of this paper, the moving mechanism could be introduced to make dynamic planning for overall network resources, so that the energy cost of the algorithm of this paper in the confirmation process of WSN network terminal could be further reduced to make the algorithm more valuable in engineering field.
WSN node positioning methods
The node positioning system includes distance measurement, position calculation, and positioning algorithm which are explained below respectively:
1. Distance (angle) measurement: information on the distance (angle) between nodes is acquired by physical distance measurement or multi-hop links; 2. Position estimation: the unknown nodes' position can be estimated through the information on the distance (angle). If there are anchor nodes, the unknown nodes' position can be estimated through calculation; 3. Positioning algorithm: selecting right positioning algorithm according to the WSN application site. The position of all unknown nodes within the monitored area can be acquired through positioning algorithm on the basis of previous information.
Computing methods of WSN node positioning
The computing methods of WSN node positioning are divided three classes: trilateration [11] , angular measurement [12] , and maximum likelihood method [13, 14] . The maximum likelihood method is also named multilateral measurement, when the data satisfy the Gaussian distribution, it is equal to the least square method. To solve the overdetermined equation, the maximum likelihood method needs the known anchor nodes of n coordinates position to calculate the coordinate position of the positioned node. The principles of maximum likelihood method are presented below: Assuming that the measured distance between the positioned node p(x, y) and the anchor nodes within the measuring radius p 1 (x 1 , y 1 ), p 2 (x 2 , y 2 ), …, p n (x n , y n ) are d 1 , d 2 , d 3 ..., respectively, the following Eq. (1) can be obtained from the distance formula between two points:
Equation (2) can be obtained by subtracting the n-1th equation from nth equation in proper order: 
The solution vector of position of node P X = (A
A T b can be obtained by using the least mean square error. Compared with the trilateration, the maximum likelihood method has higher positioning precision, and with superfluous term, the fault freedom is excellent. The maximum likehood is shown in Fig. 2. 
WSN node positioning algorithms
The WSN node positioning algorithms are divided in the following classes:
Positioning algorithms based on and regardless of distance measurement
The range-based positioning algorithm calculates the node position by measuring the distance between nodes or the angle information and mainly includes the received signal strength indicator-based algorithm (RSSI) [15] , time of advent-based positioning algorithm (TOA) [16] , time difference of advent-based positioning algorithm (TDOA) [17] , and angle of advent-based positioning algorithm (AOA) [18] . These algorithms are featured by higher precision, higher requirements on hardware, higher cost, and being limited by distance measurement technology. The positioning algorithms regardless of distance measurement acquire the distance between nodes through the fixed multi-hop communication relationship of WSN [19] , so as to calculate the position of positioned node. They are featured by low cost and easy realization and are suitable for site with dense nodes.
Incremental positioning algorithms and concurrent positioning algorithms
The incremental positioning algorithms take the anchor node as core point, starting from the neighbor nodes of anchor node, to expand outwards. The node positioning are conducted one-by-one by choosing the correct computing method according to the distance between the positioned node and known node or the angle information; in current positioning algorithms, all the unknown nodes confirm their position based on the coordinate information of anchor node's position without order. In incremental positioning algorithms, the errors accumulate gradually, which results in lower and lower positioning precision; therefore, it is suitable for the sensor network where there are many nodes and little anchor nodes and with wide coverage area.
Positioning algorithms based on anchor node and positioning algorithms without anchor node
While using the positioning algorithms based on anchor node, the anchor node is taken as a reference, through corresponding positioning calculation, and the unknown nodes are able to acquire their position coordinate; while using the positioning algorithms without anchor node, the anchor node is not involved in positioning, but the relative coordinates of nodes are necessary to be confirmed. Next, the relative coordinates are combined to establish the system and the unknown nodes will have an overall relative coordinates after the positioning process ended.
DV-HOP algorithm
Distance vector (DV)-HOP algorithm means to express the distance between the anchor node and unknown nodes with the product of hop count and the average distance between hops [20] . The detailed steps are described below:
1. Storing the average hop count from anchor node acquired by all unknown nodes; 2. Calculating the average value of hop distance of each anchor node and transmitting to network;
In Eq. (3), (x i , y i ) and (x j , y j ) represent the coordinates of anchor nodes i and j, respectively, and c ij is the hop count between anchor nodes i and j. 3. According to the principle that three points determine a plane, the unknown nodes need the hop distance of at least n (n > 3) anchor nodes to acquire the coordinates of their position.
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There are two problems existing in the traditional DV-HOP algorithm, one is the error which occurred in the calculation of the average hop distance, and the other is the larger error of average hop distance while replacing the unknown nodes with anchor nodes.
Improved DV-HOP algorithm
In this paper, the average hop distance of the whole network in literature [19] is firstly used to replace the original average hop distance, where n is the number of anchor nodes in the network, as shown in Eq. (5):
The error in hop distance of the whole network is acquired by using Eq. (5) to calculate the average hop distance of the whole network, as shown in Eq. (6):
where the numerator represents the difference of the actual distance and estimated distance between any two anchor nodes in the whole network and the denominator represents the minimum hop count between any two anchor nodes.
Chaotic system and its optimization algorithm
The Chaos optimization algorithm is a new optimization technology and is advanced in numerical optimization. In this paper, after the distance between the anchor nodes is estimated, it is mapped to the variable space through chaos, so as to search the optimal solution by using the ergodicity and randomness of chaos variables.
Feigenbaum equation is a one-dimensional chaotic equation [21] and is defined below:
where −4 ≤ x n ≤ 4, μ∈ (0,4), let the initial value x 1 be 0.5; Fig. 3 is acquired by iterating different parameters μ for 200 times.
When μ < 0.315, the iterative value x n converges to 0; When 0.315 < μ < 0.719, the iterative value converges to a non-zero value, and the steady-state solution of system is the fixed point; When μ ≥ 0.719, the system becomes period doubling bifurcation, which means that two periods become four periods, and four periods become eight periods.
When μ ≥ 0.870, the iterative value is in a state of pseudo-random distribution, and the system becomes chaotic.
After the system became chaotic, there would be a blank area [22] ; it could be found from Fig. 3 that in certain intervals of μ ∈ (1.4-1.8), the iterative value converges to certain fixed value and presents an obvious blank area. As shown in Fig. 4 , when μ = 1.63, the system converges to two fixed non-zero value and becomes a periodic function without any chaotic features.
The blank area mapped by chaos may exist in all positions within the taking value interval of parameter μ. When using the typical Feigenbaum equation in the WSN positioning, different parameters μ and initial value x may be corresponding with the pathway of blank area, and because of the lack of sample space, the randomness of sequence may be quite bad and the ergodicity of system will be seriously influenced [22, 23] .
Because the chaotic features of logistic chaos mapping are quite sensitive to initial value [24] , the dynamic initial value can be used to make the iteration of chaos mapping performed in different pathways to avoid the blank area. In this paper, by using the Feigenbaum equation featured by secondary coupling, the three-dimensional Feigenbaum logistic mapping based on initial value disturbance is proposed. The equation changes the initial value ω n through logistic mapping makes the iterative value in different chaotic pathways, so as to avoid the blank area.
The mapping of improved chaotic equation is shown in Eq. (8): x nþ1 ¼ r 1 sin 6w n x n ð Þþu 1 y n z n r 1 ; u 1 ∈ 0; 1 ð Þ y nþ1 ¼ r 2 sin 6w n y n ð Þþu 2 x n z n r 2 ; u 2 ∈ 0; 1 ð Þ z nþ1 ¼ r 3 sin 6w n z n ð Þþu 3 x n y n r 3 ;
Let the initial value μ 1 = 0.2; μ 2 = 0.3; μ 3 = 0.5; k = 3.93, ω1 = 0.6; r 1 = r 2 = r 3 ∈ (0, 4), the iteration number is 300. The results of the previous 100 iterations are abandoned, the iteration diagram which includes the control parameter r and the iterative value of sequence x of improved Feigenbaum mapping (the iterative diagram of sequence y, z is similar to that in When r < 0.315, after multiple convergences, the iterative sequence value is equal to 0; When r < 0.719, the iterative sequence is a non-zero fixed value;
When r > 0.753, the chaotic mapping has negative value and becomes chaotic, and the whole chaotic space has no blank area.
Choosing proper initial value for iterative computations, a sequence within the interval [− 1,1] is acquired by dividing the sequence x by r value. The results of 
According to the three-dimensional chaotic Eq. (8) and formula (9) , new chaotic entity is acquired by adding the chaotic variables into searched entities. The newly acquired entity is transformed according to formula (10) . Where di min and di max represent the minimum and maximum of range of anchor node, respectively.
Assuming that X = (x 1 , x 2 …x D ) represents the set of the unknown nodes, [a j , b j ] represents the minimum and maximum of position range of unknown nodes, and it satisfies x j ∈[a j , b j ], the reversed solution of X is given by: X* = (x* 1 , x* 2 …x* D ). The unknown reverse value of nodes is calculated to better shrink the positioning information of space.
Formula (12) is acquired by solving reversely the formula (11):
Comparing the node position in formula (13), the minimum is selected as the reliable position of unknown nodes. X ij is further positioned by using the weighted least square estimation, and the formula (14) is acquired:
where A is the weighting matrix and used to ensure that X wls is agonic and W is the symmetric matrix.
Description of algorithm improvement
The algorithm improvement includes four steps which are described below:
Step 1: Collecting the average hop count and position information of anchor nodes
Step 2: The anchor node acquires the average hop distance of other anchor nodes according to formulas 3 and 5, calculates the stability of the anchor node and surrounding anchor nodes, and informs the other nodes in the wireless sensor network
Step 3: The unknown nodes calculate the initial position with formula 6 based on the average hop distance of anchor nodes in Step 2
Step 4: The precise node position is calculated by substituting the unknown node position in Step 3 into the formulas 13 and 14 Choosing proper initial value u 1 = 0.2; u 2 = 0.3; u 3 = 0.5; r = 3; k = 3.93, w 1 = 0.6, conducting iterative computations on chaotic equation, and adopting Matlab simulation experiment environment, the Colliner precision positioning (CPP) algorithm [25] , which is widely applied in the control group, and the analysis are performed from four indexes of terminal position precision, positioning error precision, positioning timedelay, and energy consumption bandwidth. The specific simulation parameters are shown in Table 1 : Figure 6 showed the comparison of the algorithms proposed in this paper and by literature [25] and [27] . It can be known from the figure that with the continuous increase of network nodes, there is a little fluctuation on the terminal position precision of the algorithm in this paper, and precision is always higher, while a sharp fall appeared on that of the algorithms of literature [25] and [27] . The algorithm in this paper has higher precision because it introduced the self-adapting radio frequency inference which is able to ensure the channel holding at a higher level when there are fluctuations on network topology; while both the algorithms of literature [25] and [27] use the fixed channel distribution mode, once there are fluctuations on the network topology, the channel holding will be unavailable and the terminal position precision will decrease.
Terminal position precision

Positioning error precision
Setting an error formula, where ðx 0 i ; y 0 i Þ and (x ' , y ' ) represent the estimated unknown nodes and the actual unknown nodes, respectively, R is the communication radius of nodes, the results are shown in following formula [26] :
In the experiment, the algorithms proposed in this paper and by literature [25] and [27] are compared for positioning error by setting different proportion of anchor nodes and communication radius. Each algorithm is operated for 100 times, and the results of three algorithms are compared based on average value. Figure 7 showed the comparison of the positioning error precision of three algorithms with different nodes density; it can be known from the figure that with the continuous increase of network density, the positioning error precision of the algorithm in this paper is always higher than that of the control group, and this is because the algorithm in this paper uses the resource scheduling mode based on radio frequency inference and the WSN's demand of serving for resources is satisfied by fixing the service time when the node density increase continuously. While the algorithms proposed by literature [25] and [27] do not take the influence of density on network congestion into account, it is difficult to improve the quality assurance demand of WSN flow of service when there is a network congestion; therefore, the positioning error precision of literature [25] and [27] is much lower than that of this paper.
With two different communication radiuses, the node positioning error of the algorithm in this paper is fewer than that of two other algorithms. This indicates that the positioning precision of the algorithm in this paper is higher than two other algorithms. It can be found from the figure that the error is bigger when the proportion of anchor nodes is lower. The main reason is that the number of unknown nodes is much more than the anchor nodes, and the computational error occurs because the distance of many unknown nodes depends on few anchor nodes. In addition, the distance between the unknown nodes and the anchor nodes is far; there are many hops, which results in some influences on the average hop distance. And it can be found from Figs. 8 and 9 that with the increases of communication radius, the positioning error reduces, because the chaotic optimization which optimized the influence of communication radius on average hop distance to a certain extent is used in positioning error. Figure 10 showed the comparison of the positioning time-delay of the algorithms proposed in this paper and by literature [25] and [27] ; it can be known from the figure that with the continuous increase of nodes density, the network is at high density node and low density node and the positioning time-delay index of the algorithm in this paper is always lower than that of the control group. The algorithm in this paper adjusts the service quality dynamically according to the current network situation; therefore, it has a lower positioning time-delay index and is not proportional to the changes of nodes density distribution, while the algorithms of literature [25] and [27] conduct the resource matching according to the nodes which are able to provide resources in the network, when the nodes do not match the resources, the channel holding will be interrupted; in addition, although the algorithms of literature [25] and [27] conduct the bubbling matching for nodes density distribution, making the resource planning only in the way of resources matching by the best nodes is quite possible to result in serious congestion; consequently, the positioning time-delay index of the algorithm in this paper is lower than that of the control group.
Positioning time-delay
Influence of topology
Different topologies have different influences on positioning error [28] ; in this paper, the network topology described in literature [28] is taken as the test standard, where the network topology with general rules is the topological structure 1, the network topology of type C is the topological structure 2, and the actually simulated network topology is the topological structure 3. The algorithm in this paper, DV-HOP algorithm [29] , and the algorithm in literature [27] are compared in the three topological structures, the results are shown in the following figures: It can be found from Figs. 11, 12, and 13 that for the error rates under the three topological structures, the algorithm in this paper is advantageous and the positioning precision has been improved. In Fig. 11 , the topological structure is good in performance, and the algorithm in this paper obviously helps improve the successful implementation. In Fig. 12 , the nodes in topological structure are not distributed evenly, but the algorithm in this paper makes the average hop distance of each unknown node more conforming with the actual situation, and improved the success rate of node positioning. Figure 13 verified the positioning error in case of nodes being close to side boundary. It can be found that the algorithm in this paper resolved this problem effectively to a certain degree.
Comparison of convergence performance
Assuming that the distance measurement error is 20%, the algorithm in this paper, particle swarm optimization (PSO) algorithm [26] , and discrete PSO (DPSO) algorithm [31] are compared for convergence performance, and the simulation results are shown in Fig. 14. It can be found from Fig. 14 that with the increases of iteration times, at the initial moment, the fitness values of three algorithms have a sharp fall and tend to be stable after 10 iterations, which indicated that all the three algorithms are converged. The algorithm in this paper begins to converge after 12 iterations and shows better convergence performance, while the PSO algorithm begins to converge after 18 iterations and the DPSO algorithm begins to converge after 16 iterations, which proved that the algorithm in this paper is better than the PSO algorithm.
Relationship between different iteration times and positioning error
The algorithm in this paper is compared with the robust quadrilateral-based modified PSO (RQ-PSO) algorithm [30] and DPSO algorithm [31] in the experiment; Fig. 12 Error rates of three algorithms under topological structure 2
Fig. 13 Figure 11 shows the error rates of three algorithms under topological structure 3 the relationship of their iteration times and the positioning error is shown in Fig. 15 . It can be seen from the simulated picture that the positioning error of three algorithms reduces with the increases of iteration times; among them, the slope of curve of the algorithm in this paper is the biggest, that of the RQ-PSO is smaller, and that of the DPSO is the smallest. The algorithm in this paper tends to be stable after 14 iterations and the positioning error keeps being unchangeable, while the RQ-PSO algorithm keeps being stable after 18 iterations and the DPSO algorithm's positioning error keeps being unchangeable after 20 iterations. This proved that the convergence speed of the algorithm in this paper is faster than that of RQ-PSO algorithm and DPSO algorithm and has a proper positioning error.
Conclusion
The node positioning in wireless sensor network is always the focus of research. In this paper, on the basis of DV-HOP algorithm, the improvement was performed from aspects of improving the error precision and least square estimation. The simulation experiment demonstrated that the effect of the algorithm proposed in this paper is obvious, and in case of continuously increasing spending in hardware, the node positioning precision in wireless sensor network had been effectively improved; therefore, the estimated distance between unknown nodes and anchor nodes became more precise. In networks where little anchor nodes are necessary, the precise positioning for plenty of unknown nodes is realizable. The algorithm proposed in this paper has also a reference value for other positioning problems such as mobile communication.
